Introducing ...

The Great Southern Grating Machine
Forge Weld Grating - Made in Australia

No matter what you need in grating, ABECK is
ready to spring into action for you
As a proudly Australian company, we are delighted to be able to offer
you a comprehensive range of steel grating. It is all forged in steel,
Australian steel, with the strength, toughness and resilience you need.
Typical applications include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial Processing
Infrastructure & Major Projects
Commercial Construction
Water Utilities
Offshore Oil & Gas
Power Generation.

Our investment in The Great Southern Grate machine highlights our commitment to you and to
post-modern, multi-level manufacturing processes and technology.
When it comes to grating, with ABECK you have an experienced, local ‘build to print’ manufacturer,
where the emphasis is on quality.
We’re committed to Australian manufacturing for one reason only: To deliver a better result for you!

By engaging a local company, you reduce waste . . .
we all know that’s worthwhile

ABECK Group is committed to providing a safe and respectful environment for workers and customers
alike by encouraging fearless competition, ceaseless collaboration and boundless innovation.

Now you can easily achieve your local content requirements
– with the unique Great Southern Grating Machine
No matter where you are in Australia, when it comes to forge welded grating, we
have what it takes to deliver the tailored solutions you want – every time.
This investment is in response to the growing requirement for Australian Steel
content mandated in Federal and State Government projects.

We are making Australia Grate Again!
Some of the advantages in sourcing Australian made grating:

•

Large sheet size 6000 x 1200 to provide greater
flexibility and greater yield

•
•
•
•

Custom sheet sizes to reduce waste
Custom Runs for specific sizes
Reduce your stock levels by ordering ‘just in time’
Minimum Order Quantity and lead time

ABECK Group, the supplier of choice for Australia’s leading
infrastructure, construction and manufacturing companies

As a socially responsible business, ABECK is committed to protecting the natural environment.
Buying from an Australian owned & operated manufacturer who exclusively purchases
Australian Steel has the added benefit of a reduced carbon footprint. In addition to this, The Grate
Production Cell incorporates solar panels and bio-diesel co-generation to reduce reliance on the
grid and to help us all reach the goal of zero emissions.

We have made the investment now you get the benefits
Investing in home grown capability makes sense on so many levels. The Great Southern
Grating Ma-chine is the most modern and youngest equipment of its type in Australia. It’s
capable of producing full sheets up to 6.0 x 1.2 or small “Just in time” orders and everything in
between. ABECK Group can provide finished grating panels ready for you to install on site with
a minimum of fuss! In addition to producing any form of grating, we can give you the quality
end-result you need and that includes:
• Multi-level contract manufacturing
• Forge welded grating sheets – maximum sheet size 6.0 x 1.2 metre
• Custom fabricated panels – built to print to your specification
• Safety access equipment – treads, ladders, handrails, stairs & platforms.

We can do it all in-house, specifically for you with
your individual needs.
For a full range and available sizes please contact our inhouse experts
Losing control of your supply chain through outsourcing overseas, can cause major damage to
your brand. By using a local supplier like ABECK, you are better equipped to ensure you
actually get what you need and your quality standards are maintained.
Maybe it is time right now to review your overseas supply chain and time to support Australian
manufacturing as well as the careers of young Australians. Plus, by engaging a local company, you
reduce waste and ensure the profits and taxes remain in Australia.

To get the best value for your grating components, call on ABECK today:

1800 236 337
sales@abeckgroup.com.au

